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ABSTRACT
In this position paper, we describe a number of methodological and philosophical challenges that arose within our interdisciplinary Digital Humanities project CATVIS, which is a collaboration between applied geometric algorithms and visualization researchers, data scientists working at OCLC, and philosophers who have a strong interest in the methodological foundations of visualization research. The challenges we describe concern aspects of one single epistemic need: that of methodologically securing (an increase in) trust in visualizations. We discuss the lack of ground truths in the (digital) humanities and argue that trust in visualizations requires that we evaluate visualizations on the basis of ground truths that humanities scholars themselves create. We further argue that trust in visualizations requires that a visualization provides provable guarantees on the faithfulness of the visual representation and that we must clearly communicate to the users which part of the visualization can be trusted and how much. Finally, we discuss transparency and accessibility in visualization research and provide measures for securing transparency and accessibility.

1 INTRODUCTION
In this position paper, we describe methodological and philosophical challenges that we have encountered within our interdisciplinary research project CATVIS3. CATVIS is a collaborative effort between computer scientists, specifically researchers working on applied geometric algorithms and visualization; data scientists working at OCLC, a company that hosts WorldCat, the world’s largest database with information on library collections; and philosophers with a strong interest in the methodological foundations of computational approaches and visualization research. The goal of CATVIS is to provide visual tools and methods that allow librarians to manage and understand hundreds of millions of bibliographic records [3], and to develop visual tools and methods that aid philosophers in their research. More specifically, we aim to develop a cutting-edge visual analytics toolkit, to answer both the pressing needs of humanities researchers and concrete demands of the library industry. Our tools are intended to provide visual interfaces for: (1) data cleaning, clustering, and enrichment, (2) data analysis, and (3) intuitive and interactive (geographic) representation of search results [2]. Within CATVIS, we have had frequent discussions on philosophical and methodological aspects of visualization research. This paper provides an insight into these discussions.

In the three sections following we consider three sets of challenges that we were confronted with, and that we also take to be generalizable to Digital Humanities projects similar to ours. In Section 2 we discuss the need for proper evaluation, and offer a proposal for sound benchmarking of computational tools via ground truths within (digital) humanities research. In Section 3 we argue for the necessity to provide provable guarantees on the faithfulness of the visual representation of data. Finally, in Section 4, we comment on the dual requirements of transparency and accessibility of the computational tools employed in Digital Humanities projects. The challenges just mentioned are related to three issues in Digital Humanities projects as described by Rieder and Röhle [19], namely (i) the lure of objectivity, (ii) the power of visual evidence, and (iii) black-boxing. We take Rieder and Röhle’s discussion of each of these issues into account in the following sections. Here we wish to note that, in our view, our three sets of challenges are in fact three aspects of one single epistemic need: that of methodologically securing (an increase in) trust.

The concept of trust has recently been subject to intense philosophical reflection and has also been applied to contexts that deal with information and communication technologies (dealing with the concept of e-trust [22]). Trust is usually defined as a relation between people. Thus, interpersonal trust is taken to be the dominant paradigm of trust [18]. Trust is defined as “an attitude that we have towards people whom we hope will be trustworthy, where trustworthiness is a property, not an attitude” [18]. A condition for trustworthiness is that the trustworthy person “is competent and committed to do what s/he is trusted to do” [18]. We believe that this condition can also be applied to visualizations. We claim that the increase in methodological soundness afforded by reliable evaluations based on ground truths that humanities scholars themselves create (Section 2), representational accuracy provided by clear and robust algorithms (Section 3) and transparency and accessibility of the tools (Section 4) are together necessary conditions for methodological trustworthiness within Digital Humanities projects.

Related Work. There have been prior discussions of Digital Humanities projects that partly touch upon the problems we discuss. These discussions typically provide a fresh perspective on the value of visualization for the Digital Humanities. Hinrichs and Forlini [13] claim that visualization should not be seen merely as a means to an end, but constitutes a research process in its own right. They claim that visualizations provide new perspectives on data and new modes of knowledge production. Abdul-Rahman et al. [1] similarly stress that visualizations provide new modes of knowledge production. In an insightful article on poetry visualization, they show visualizations that “help literary scholars to make observations more effectively, to stimulate different interpretations, and to visually evaluate interpretations” [1]. Jäncke [14] claims that visualizations typically provide a new perspective on cultural heritage data, whereas Jäncke et al. [15] claim that a visualization should be able to “confirm existing hypotheses, 2) refine humanities scholars’ research questions, 3) offer new ways of answering research questions, 4) negotiate quantitative and qualitative interpretation of the underlying text corpus, and 5) trigger new research questions”. Finally, Coles [10] argues that the Digital Humanities must incorporate Humanities-based values and methods, whereas Hinrichs et al. [12] discuss several case studies of Digital Humanities projects where visualizations were used as tools to enrich humanities scholars research practices, or as tools for answering research questions. They emphasize that research styles and thinking can change due to the collaboration within (digital) humanities research. In Section 3 we argue for the necessity to provide provable guarantees on the faithfulness of the visual representation of data. Finally, in Section 4, we comment on the dual requirements of transparency and accessibility of the computational tools employed in Digital Humanities projects.
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between computer scientists and humanities scholars.

We agree with the authors just mentioned that visualizations provide new modes of knowledge production. Thus, we do not deny that visualizations, for example, enhance existing research practices, provide new perspectives on data, refine research questions, and provide new research questions. These are all beneficial aspects of visualizations. In this paper we argue, however, that in order to secure trust in visualizations, visualizations must be able to represent research evidence in a reliable way – first of all by (aiding in) replicating known hypotheses or interpretations (including negative ones). This does not mean that visualizations, or computational tools in general, are only beneficial if they show the expected. Visualizations are beneficial in the many ways described by the authors cited above. However, our concern in this paper is trust. If visualizations cannot be trusted, that is, if they cannot be reliably used as (faithfully representing) evidence, they can only be beneficial by accident.

2 Benchmarking and Ground Truths

Rieder and Röhle note that humanities scholars might become interested in computers under the belief that computers can help attain results with a higher epistemological status, that is, objective and unbiased results, of the kind produced in the mathematical and natural sciences (“the lure of objectivity”). Rieder and Röhle argue that this belief is fallacious: “questions of bias and subjectivity, which the computer was thought to do away with, enter anew on a less tangible plane – via specific modes of formalisation, the choice of algorithmic procedures, and means of presenting results” [19, p. 73]. We generally agree on this last caveat, but we unpack and address the worry along a somewhat different route. There are at least two ways to talk about “more objective” results. We think that computational procedures can be said to yield “more objective” results if certain conditions are met, namely when all parties involved in the research are clear on what is exactly computed, in the presence of a robust assessment of error, of transparent and accessible algorithmic procedures, and of sound evaluation methods: in short, when the three sets of challenges we address are met in an adequate way.

As to the other sense of “more objective”, namely the sense in which one might attempt to make the very object of humanities research free from bias and subjectivity, however, we see no way to attain objectivity. The very result of this kind of research is interpretation, a reading of the output data according to a certain perspective. The only way to deal appropriately with bias and subjectivity in this sense, we say, is to make the perspective in question – namely the one behind the interpretation – as explicit as possible. In our opinion, the need to make interpretive bias and subjectivity explicit is connected to the issue of providing ground truths in the humanities, in the way we explain next.

A frequently recurring issue within our CATVis project is the lack of ground truths in the (digital) humanities that can be used to benchmark or evaluate data processing output and its visualization. This lack is unfortunate, because only if we can properly evaluate the reliability of the tools employed can we properly trust those very tools. In one of our projects, we aimed to provide a proper visual representation of the output of the ARIADNE tool developed by OCLC Research [16, 17]. ARIADNE embeds natural language terms, bibliographic entities and records in a multi-dimensional semantic space in which their distances (representing similarities) could be computed. Within this space, ARIADNE identifies, for a given focus entity, a set of meaningful closest neighbors. We developed the tool SOLARVIEW [8] which enables users to visually explore this space.

To evaluate SOLARVIEW, we decided to let expert users evaluate the visualization of a philosophy dataset of (terms standing for) entities extracted from over 1.7 million bibliographic records of articles from about 300 philosophy journals. The evaluation was conducted by the senior philosophers in our team, who have intimate knowledge of philosophy as a discipline. The evaluators did not have access to any ground truth or golden standards for the dataset in question, however, nor was a specific research question formulated to guide the exploration. The philosophers did not know the data well enough, nor, given the size, could they in fact know it well enough from traditional research (they would be in the – highly unrealistic – latter situation if they had studied at least a representative part of 1.7 million articles). This resulted in problems. The philosophers did not and could not know whether abnormal configurations in the visualization were due to a bug or due to an issue with the data – that is, benchmarking SOLARVIEW was impossible.

In particular, it was impossible to distinguish whether (i) there was a bug in the ARIADNE tool code, or (ii) ARIADNE operated on incomplete, dishomogeneous, or corrupted data, or (iii) the results of ARIADNE were trustworthy but the visualization was not for any number of reasons. For example, when searching for philosophical topics, very often the same author, Dale Jacquette (1953–2015), would appear as a neighboring entity. Dale Jacquette was a prolific contemporary author on many different philosophical topics. However, one of our philosophers thought it was strange that the visualization of ARIADNE would display Jacquette’s name so often. She thought the result was probably due to a bug or any of the reasons quoted above having to do with the working of ARIADNE. One of our other philosophers tried to make sense of the result and thought that maybe the results did faithfully represent the data. In the end, we could not decide whether the result made sense or not.

The lack of ground truths in the (digital) humanities is a known problem. In text-based humanities, scholars often deal with conflicting interpretations of a text, a circumstance that makes it difficult to settle on ground truths. For instance, philosophers, especially historians of philosophy, often write long papers on one particular passage of a philosophical work or on one philosophical concept employed in the work of an author. These papers engage with multiple conflicting interpretations of a passage or concept and deal with multiple shades of meaning, making the creation of ground truths for particular interpretations of passages or concepts a non-trivial task. The problem transfers immediately to the Digital Humanities, for the very notion of ground truth requires a manually curated reliable standard against which to measure the results of a computational procedure: if there are no such suitable ground truths in the humanities, how can we ensure reliability of Digital Humanities tools?

We think that the problem can be obviated by requiring that the humanities scholars performing evaluations are always asked to do an initial evaluation of the tools on data (i) they know well, and (ii) for which they themselves are able to create ground truths. For philosophy in particular, ground truths need to be created that concern particular philosophical interpretations of a concept or position. How can we do this? We claim that (conceptual) models (more precisely their concrete realizations in texts), as defined by Betti and van den Berg [4, 5], can function as ground truths, as long as they receive previous preliminary testing in traditional research. Betti and van den Berg’s models are abstract constructs set up within the humanities, that model concepts as relational complexes with stable elements, representing conceptual continuities, and variable elements, representing conceptual discontinuities. Differences between two concepts are then e.g. modeled as (dis)similarities between the (stable and variable) elements of two different models [6]. An example of a model in our sense is the Classical Model of Science, which codifies an influential traditional ideal of science accepted by many past philosophers. According to this model, a science is a system $S$ satisfying the following conditions:

1. All propositions and all concepts (or terms) of $S$ concern a specific set of objects or are about a certain domain of being(s).
2a. $S$ contains so-called fundamental concepts (or terms).
2b. All other concepts (or terms) occurring in $S$ are composed of (or are definable from) these fundamental concepts (or terms).
2c. There are in $S$ a number of so-called fundamental propositions.
which an NLP step on a large-size corpus is necessary, or any case in which it presents itself. This information – the model itself and the extent of that acceptance, and the subtle variations in the way it is embodied (or not embodied) in texts across time – can be implemented computationally as ontologies that can guide the computational exploration of texts [5, 6, 20]. By setting up the Classical Model of Science, we have reduced thousands of complex and conceptually dense pages of texts to a manageable and informative model. We have gathered detailed information from traditional research on the fact that certain texts or philosophers accept the concept of axiomatic science fixed by the Classical Model of Science: we know the extent of that acceptance, and the subtle variations in which it presents itself. This information – the model itself and the way it is embodied (or not embodied) in texts across time – can thus be taken as a ground truth for the benchmarking of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and visualizations. The idea is that the computational tools should point towards an interpretation of a philosophical text that conforms (or does not conform) to our interpretative model of such a text [5, 6]. If the computational methods match the outcome (or model) we expect, we know that they are reliable in aiding Digital Humanities enterprises.

It may be objected that models in our sense are problematic because they incorporate scholars’ interpretative biases. However, what is distinctive of models in this sense is that they make biases fully explicit and revisable [4]. In our opinion, this is the best and only way to counter interpretative biases in text-based humanities research. The fact that models make interpretative assumptions fully explicit and revisable distinguishes our approach from much traditional work, which tends to use implicit interpretative assumptions. The advantage of using models is thus that philosophers and other text-based humanities researchers have a clear, concise and transparent articulation of a self-made interpretative framework that they can use to properly evaluate computational methods in the Digital Humanities. Such proper evaluations further the trustworthiness of the scientific results obtained by computational methods, and the reliability of these computational methods themselves.

The method for evaluation sketched above involving ground truths in the sense explained implies that we first apply computational tools and methods to rather small, human-sized corpora that the domain experts are intimately familiar with, and in order to reply to research questions the humanities scholars know the answer to. Once we have tested our computational tools on small corpora that are well-known by the experts, on research questions with known answers, and have thus established that the tools are reliable, we can apply our computational tools to larger corpora that domain experts are less familiar with, and to unanswered research questions.

A downside to this approach is that it works only for cases in which top-down interpretative knowledge from the field is available. If such knowledge is unavailable, or if we want to test computational tools without a presupposed layer of interpretation in the form of a model, we should always start by either (i) acquiring top-down interpretative knowledge, or else (ii) limiting the research to tools that give provable guarantees (Section 3), and are transparent and accessible (Section 4). Cases like (ii) might for instance be cases in which an NLP step on a large-size corpus is necessary, or any case of big data manipulation.

3 Provability

Why should provable guarantees matter to users of visualizations? We think that guarantees are a necessary condition for users to trust visualizations. Riedl and Röhle note that in general visualization has a schizophrenic nature: images are taken to provide powerful argumentative evidence despite presenting condensed or reduced information. For example, many visualizations have to reduce informational dimensions. These reductions introduce a focus that “renders certain interpretations and explanations more plausible than others” [19, p. 74], which should make us cautious to unreflectively assign too much evidential weight to visualizations. Visualizations must hence prove themselves worthy of trust, and visualizations are trustworthy (competent and committed to what they are trusted to do) if they provide a faithful representation of the data. Now, if a visualization provides provable guarantees on the faithfulness of the visual representation, then the user has a reason for trusting the visualization. Hence, provable guarantees are important for users, even if users are typically not aware of this fact.

In the context of computer science research there are many types of provable guarantees. Typically computer science researchers are interested in guarantees on the running time of an algorithm or on the quality of the output. More specifically, computer scientists are likely to care about the optimality of the solution, that is, how optimal is the encoding of the data in a specific computed visualization with respect to the chosen design space. However, these are not the type of provable guarantees users would typically worry about and neither do they need to. The biggest, and in some sense only, concern of the users is that what they see in the visualization accurately reflects the data. For a visualization to support evidence-based humanities research, the degree to which a visualization reflects the underlying data needs to be quantifiable. Therefore, the visualization needs to be equipped with provable guarantees on the faithfulness of the visual representation.

Digital Humanities research often involves high dimensional data sets. Visual representations are only useful if they reduce these high-dimensional data spaces to a more comprehensible abstraction. Any meaningful abstraction will, by design, make it impossible to faithfully represent all data and the resulting visualization will give only a distorted view. The same limitations apply in general to all types of complex (and not necessarily high-dimensional) data. However, these inherent limitations are not a reason per se to abandon all attempts at faithful visualization representations with guarantees. Specifically, in the context of evidence-based humanities research, it is necessary to identify as large a subset as possible of the salient information to represent faithfully. This calls for more research in abstraction techniques which provide partial provable guarantees. At the same time, it is of paramount importance to clearly communicate to the users which part of the visualization can be trusted and how much. Visual encodings should offer users visual cues that allow them to become aware of distortions in the visual encoding of data. Such visual cues (see [7–9, 21]) thus provide users with a reason to properly assign evidential weight to a visualization and hence, ultimately, trust the visualization.

The philosophers in our team have in the past used visualizations that did not provide provable guarantees. In a paper on applying computational tools to the works of the philosopher and mathematician Bernard Bolzano (1781-1848), the philosophers used a Gephi visualization (see Figure 1) of the similarity between paragraphs of Bolzano’s main work, the Wissenschaftslehre [23]. The visualization shows a cluster of paragraphs that are about the concept of analyticity, which was the focus of the investigation. The philosophers knew the data well and expected the paragraphs about analyticity to be related to each other (since they are similar). However, the visualization indicates that these paragraphs are not only similar to each other but at the same time very different from the remaining paragraphs. This is doubtful, since the analyticity paragraphs are in
Accessibility and transparency of computational tools are necessary conditions for methodological trustworthiness. On the topic of accessibility Riede and Röhle say “possibilities for critique and scrutiny are related to technological skill: even if specifications and source code are accessible, who can actually make sense of them?” [19, p. 76]. This lack of true accessibility is a common problem in our work, especially if the tools and methods developed for humanities researchers are developed by computational experts. The computational experts have the algorithmic and mathematical skills to develop – and hence also to understand – the algorithms that are applied to humanities data. However, sometimes the humanities experts lack the background and do not have the necessary technological skills to fully understand these same algorithms.

The only solution we see to this problem is to let humanities experts work closely together with the computational experts. Humanities scholars should become as literate as possible when it comes to understanding computational tools, while conversely computational experts should try to understand the domain problems with which humanities scholars are concerned; ideally, all tools should be co-developed in full. This means that the computational experts must be able to clearly explain how certain technologies work. They should also have a deep awareness of the humanities data to which these technologies are applied. However, it also means that humanities scholars must become technologically literate. They should study the (mathematical) methods that are applied and ideally should also develop an understanding of programming. Only in this way can humanities scholars develop a deep understanding of the methods that are employed in their research.

To further the technological literacy of the humanities scholars, the philosophers in our team sometimes try to write the technical and methodological sections of Digital Humanities publications. This ensures that they fully understand the methods employed. Furthermore, this practice also helps to explain technologies to a humanities audience that is not familiar with the computational tools used.

Rieder and Röhle note that tools and methods used in the Digital Humanities are often not transparent. Here transparency is defined as “our ability to understand the method, to see how it works, which assumptions it is built on, to reproduce it, and to criticize it” [19, p. 75]. They state further that “some of the approaches computer science provides us with are positively experimental, in the sense that the results they produce cannot be easily mapped back to the algorithms and the data they process” [19, p. 76]. For example, machine learning often produces outputs that are unanticipated and that are very difficult for the user to reconnect to the inputs (ibid.).

This lack of transparency is intrinsically difficult to overcome. In our project we have found two different approaches to be helpful. First of all, we test our tools on small data sets which our expert users know very well. This allows users to accurately evaluate how the output of a tool relates to the input provided to the tool. If this relation is clear and the visual representation is deemed to be faithful to the data, then we have more reason to trust the tool when it is applied to bigger datasets which the users know less well. A second, less common, approach is the use of synthetic data. Synthetic data can be constructed in a variety of ways and provides reliable ground truths against which the faithfulness of a given visual representation can be evaluated. It is important that such synthetic data is not biased towards certain representations and that it allows the user to examine all aspects of a visual encoding equally well. As such this calls for further research in the construction of suitable synthetic data sets for visualization in Digital Humanities. At the current time qualitative evaluations based on synthetic data are not fully accepted in the visualization community. We argue that experiments with well-designed synthetic data are an important tool to make the inner workings of algorithms more transparent and to ultimately increase trust in visualizations.

5 Conclusion

In this position paper, we have described a number of methodological and philosophical challenges that arose within our interdisciplinary Digital Humanities project CatVis. The three challenges we have described concern the need for proper evaluation of computational tools on the basis of ground truths, the need to provide provable guarantees that the data are faithfully represented by visualizations, and the need for transparency and accessibility of the computational tools employed in Digital Humanities projects. These challenges must be met if users are to trust visualizations. In order to provide provable guarantees that data is faithfully visualized, we require the identification of a large subset of salient information which must be represented faithfully. This requires more research into abstraction techniques which provide provable guarantees. To further transparency for visualization in the Digital Humanities we have argued that we must evaluate visualizations on the basis of synthetic data, even if the use of synthetic data is not yet fully accepted in the visualization community. This proposal calls for further research in the construction of suitable synthetic data sets for visualizations.
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